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LO Introduction

The Hughes developed tool natned Active Blement Fault Tree (ABF!') provides a graphical
interface for hazard treedevel~tand a simulation program. for calculating the MeaD Time to
Huard (M'ITH) for the root node of the hazard tJ:ee. The hazard tree is used not only for top
down safety analysis but serves as a vehicle for organizing and archiving the results of the safety
analysis. Doctmients cm be liDked to each leafC"VCIlt to show how the leafevent was mitigated.
The user can double.-cJ.ick on a leaf to "View these documents. The ABFr tool runs on both Mac
and (soon) Windows platfonns.

2.0 CoDfiguration and IustaUation

2.1 Configuration. The CODfiguration needed to ron the .AEFl' tool is listed below:

a. Macintosh Computer
b. MacRtow 4.0.5
c. AEflT2.0

2.2 Installation. Installation consists ofinstalling MacFlow on the computer, coping the AEFI'
simulatJon application and the ABFl' Starter Fault Tree .ti:om the disk to a fo14er on your
Macintosh, and coping the ABFr extraction plugin from the disk. to the MacPlow plugin folder.

3.0 Hazard Tree Development
•

3.1 General Hazard Tree Conventions. The tree is conventionally drawn upside down, with the
root at the top and the leaves at the bottom. Refer to Figure 1 for a diagram ofa sample hazard
tree. An event or condition is indicated by a rectangle. '!be C'VCllt is laDe1ed with an Event Lable
and a description of the event/condition. The logical cause-and-effect interrelationshi.ps between
events are indicatedby intereoDnCCtlng the events/conditions by means ofOR and AND gates,
culminating in the root event. Au OR gate is represented by a shield. An AND gate is
tep.l'eSented by a semicircle. Each ga~ has one or more events/conditions as inputs and a single
event condition as output. 'The output event occurs if and only if the input events occur
(according to the logic). The input events/conditions arc drawn directly beneath the ga.te and are
each connected to the gate by a line. The output event/condition is drawn directly above the gate
and connected to the gate by a line. An OR gate means that the input events/conditions can each
cause the output event condition or that the input events/conditions describe the output
event/condltion with greater specificity. An AND gate means that all of the input
cvcntslconditioDS have to occur-at the same time--in order for the outpUt event/condition to
occur.

The top event is a Root Hazard. The lIec:ond level events are the Top-leVel Hazards. All other
levels contain Input and Output events. An event wbich has no input evenlJ connected to it is a
Leaf event. An event which hu input events connected to it is an Output event.

Leafevents can be grouped into sats. Each leafbelonging to a set is treated as occuring at the
same time. The event lable is used to specifiy the sets. Refer to Figure 2. for the Event labeling
conventions.
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Figure 1Sample Hazard Tree

3.2 Using MacFlow

3.2.1 Manual LimitatioDS. This manual is not intended to provide a detailed description on how
to use MBcFlow. Refer to the MacPlow user documentation for this type of information. Certain
features ofMacFlow wU1 be discussed in this IQ81lual as they relate to using the AEFl' tool. Any
features ofMacFlow can and should be used to enhance the un~tanding of the bazard tree.

3.2.2 Link Modes. The three link modes used by MacFlow (Chart, Comment and Application)
are described below.

3.2.2.1 Cllart Mode. The chart mode is used to display the various pages of the hazard tree.
Most of the entty and modification of the tree will be done using this mode. An event drawn
'With the cbart symbol means that that branch of the tree indicated by the chart symbol ill
continued on another page. Double clicking the chart symbol displays the next page.

3.2.2.2 Comment Mode, The comment mode is used to display comments associated with the
event. An event drawn with the comment symbol means th8t the event has associated comments.
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Double clicking the comment symbol displays the comments. AEFI' requires that M'il'O and
MD quan1ificati011 data for the leafevents be conta.i.ned in the event comments. See Section 3.4
for a doscr:tptJon of this type ofcomment data. Optionally otherbrief comments about the
quantiffcation data or mitigation foJ: the event shoUld bo entered in the event comment.

3.2.2.3 Application Mode. The application mode is 1.18ed to lfU1110b documents in other
applications sLlCh as Word or Bx.cel. These documents would contain more detailed or fOIInatted
i1iformation about the mitigation of the event or other related information. Refer to MacFlow
documentation for question on how to set 1.lP and usc this mode. Once the application is set up
for an event, double cliCking the appllcation symbol wUllaunch the application and open t.h"e
document specified. Quiting the application or document will return control back to the
MacFlow document.

3.3 EventLabeling Conventions. Bach event on the tree most contain a label. The Event label
consists of the Event Code and the Gate Type. Refer to Figure 2 for a detailed description of the
event label.

3.4 Quantification Data. Bach input leafevent of the tree must contain a comment containing
quantification data. Comments are entered using the Shadow Comment mode. See Section
3.2.2.2 for details on entering event comments. Only leafin~ events need associated
quantification data. Output events do not contain quantification data. The quantification data
consists of the MTro and MD data. Refer to Figure 3 for a detailed description of the M'ITO
and MD fmmatting standards.

4.0 SiDlnlatiOD

'!be simulatL011 progra.D!.9.wu.:rtitatively analyzes the hazard tree to arrive at the mean time
between hazards (MT1Ui) figure of merit.

The ~~t consists ofa hazard tree whose leafevents are each associated with a pair of values, a
mean time between occurrence of that event and a mean duration for that event. The top (root)
event of the fault is the OCCWlCncc of any hazardous event for the system.

The program worb by pcrfOIlllina a discrete event simulation. BecaIl8e time jumps
discontinuously from tIJtJ OCCU1Ie.nce of one event to the next. many thousands or even millions
ofyears ofoperation can be simulated

Each event can. be ill one of two logical states: TRUE (tho event is happenipg) and FALSB (the
eVCllt is not bappeoing). When the simulation satrrs, all events me in the FALSE state. From
time to time during the simulation, events transition from the FALSE state to the TRUE state and
back again. The transition from FALSB to TRUE is called OCCURRENCE. The transition
from TRUE to FALSE is called RESTORATION. The duration ofan event is the period of time
that passes between OCCURRENCE and RESTORATION,

The period of time between an event's successive OCCURRENCBs is modeled by a negative
exponential distribution. Likewise, the duration of t.1me between OCCURRENCE and
RESTORATION is also modelecl by a negative eXponential distribution.

Each leafevent's mean time to event occw:rence and mean duration are each used as the value of
the mean parameter ofa negative exponential distribution. Random numbers are generated from
the distribution to simulate successive inter-occurrence times and event durations. Aftor every
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change of any leafevent's state, every higher-level event (i.e., Don-leaf event) in the hazard tree
is evaluated as to whether thcr hJgber..leve1. event enters a TRUB state or a FALSE atam. The
output evcot of an OR gate ifl TRUE only wben ODe or more of its input events is TRUE. The
output event of an AND gate is TRUB oilly when all of its input events are simultaneously
TRUE. For each higher-level event, the program keeps track of the mean time to event
ocaurencc and mean dormon.

The most important output is tim mean time to occurrence ofthe root event after the time the
simulation is concluded. This is the systemSs mean time between hazards (MTBH).

5.0 StartingAEFT.

5.1 Required Files. ODe file must be present to run. ABFl', the (MacFlow) hazard tree document.
Refer to Figure 4 for a diagram ofthe Bx.tractionlSbnulation box.

5.2. R»nning the Extraction. Double clicking the extraction plugin sYIXlbolon the
ExtractioDlSimulatioD box reads the hazar4 tree aDd stores pertinent information about the tree in
temporary flles located in the diIcctory containing the Mac!llow application. These files are used
as input to the simulation program.

5.2 Running the Simulation. Once the extr4lC1ion has been run double clicking the simulation
application symbol on the Extraction/Simulation box will run the simulation.

6.0 Results Analysis.

Ifan error has been detected during the analysis the error message will be written to the console
display and written to a file named aeft.log. AlI other report will be displayed to the console
screen.

"
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Sample Event Labels: *(A2c - L)
*(A2dlc3-LOl)
*(Bla4-R)
*(C4b2-A)
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Gate Type.

Event Label Fornw: "(Event Code--Gate Type)

*( ) - The asterisk, open parenthesis and closed parcothesis are mandatnry
8Dd required for the AEFT to process the hazard tree.

Event Code - The Event Code for the Root Event is the number zero "0··. Refer to
Figun: 1for an example ofRoot Bvent labeling.

The Event Code for the Top Level Hazards are upper case alphabetic
starting with an C4AIt for the top left Top Level Hazard and proceeding
with the next alpbabitic letter U1 sequence labeling the Top Level
Hazard events from left to right and top to bottom. Refer to Figure 1
for an example ofTop Level Event labeling.

Bach Input Event contains the Event Code of ita outpUt eyent plus an
alpha or numeric sl:artin& with a lower case '"a·· if the output Event
COde ends in numeric or 111" if the output Event Code ends in an alpha.
The ~'a" or "I'· is appended to the out,PUt event code and put on the
input event at tbe top left side of the mput events. The other related
input events are assigned the next alpha or numeric in sequence
labeling the input events from left to right and top to bottom. Refer to
Figure 1 for an example of input event labeling,

The only three valid gate types are the upper case letters listed below.
Refer to Figure 1 for an example of event Gate Type labeling.

IIR" - If the input events are connected to the output event by an OR
gate.

"All - If the inputevents are connected to the outpqt event by an AND
gate.

lIL" ft If the event is a Leafevent (has no input events). Leaf sets Can be
createdby appending up to 2 digits to the "L". Each leaf event

containfng the same leafset identifier will belong to that leaf set.

Figure 2 Event Labeling Conventions
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Sample QUantifteatlODData

M'ITO:(1.0e3)
MD:(ONE.-FRAME)
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Number or Symbol

Number or Symbol

MTTOData

MM"O

:()-

MDData

MD

:0-

M'ITO:(Nmnber or Symbol)

Uniquely identifies this events comm.ent data as Mean Time To
OccUm::i1ce data.

1"bo colon, open parenthesis and closed parentbesis are mandatory and
required for the ABFI' to process the haiard tree.

In its ~lest form this is a number in hours which represents how
oftm this event or condition will occur. Ifdesired the number can be
represented by a symbol which is assigned a number in the AEFI'
Simulation document. Symbols are case sensitive.

MD:(Number or Symbol}

Uniquely identifies this events comment data as Moan Duration data.

The oolou, open parenthesis and closed parenthesis are mandatory and
required for the AEFI' to process the haZard tree.

In its simplest form this ill a number in hours which represents how
often this event or condition will occur. If desired the number can be
represented by a symbol whichb assigned anumber in the AEFr
Simulation document. Symbols are case sensitive.

FIgure 3 M'ITO and MD Conventions
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